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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

ROBERT MEULLER:
Witness Tampering, Intimidation, Blackmail
12/03/18 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
Attorney Larry Klayman and Jerome Corci are charging Robert Mueller and his corrupt staff with witness tampering, witness intimidation, and blackmail. The distressing thing about it all, is that it is
TRUE! Robert Mueller is a rat-bastard crook and needs to be hung by the neck until dead!
Corci truthfully charges Mueller in his complaint the following felonies:
VI. GOVERNING LAW AND AUTHORITIES: WITNESS TAMPERING
A. Special Prosecutor And Staff Guilty Of Witness Tampering, Witness
Intimidation, And Blackmail
Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller and his prosecutorial staff, particularly Rhee, Goldstein, Zelinsky, and Atkinson, have
threatened a witness and tampered with a witness, Dr. Corsi, to criminally coerce him into providing false testimony and in
fact also withholding or suppressing truthful testimony.

I, Edward C Noonan, Founder and National Committee Chairman of the American Resistance Party
have known both Attorney Larry Klayman and Jerome Corci for almost a decade. I almost hired Larry
Klayman to represent me in my 2012 California ballot challenge against Mr. Barry Soetoro, aka BHO. (I
hired Gary Kreep instead). Larry Klayman is one of the few attorneys that I trust. And as for Jerome
Corsi, I tried to get him to run for the 2008 Constitution Party Presidential campaign. (I was the State
Chairman of the CA American Independent Party, affiliate of the Constitution Party).
But Corci did not run and instead we ran Alan Keyes. And then it was just history from there. Keyes
and the American Independent Party charged that Obama was not a natural born citizen (his father
was an alien). We complained to the FBI Director, Robert Mueller that Obama lied about his identification. Mueller turned out to be a rat-bastard crook and refused to do anything about my complaint.
YES! Mueller is a liar, thug and a worthless crook. He was a major player in the Clinton Foundation
scam and helped her conceal her felonies and crimes. Mueller needs to be jailed for a long, long time!
The American Resistance Party stands with Klayman and Corci and has no use for Mueller.
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